Course Two: Level II—Ancient Shamanism
Level II combines the ancient shamanic knowledge with spirituality and quantum
physics. You will understand how to “know what you know” and develop your
shamanic abilities to access greater knowledge from the DNA. This course in
advanced metaphysics is dramatic, fascinating and powerful. Learners will
benefit from a deep comprehension of how our emotional self impacts our world
and circumstances. Advanced shielding and meditation techniques will be taught
with a modern application of the ancient Shamanic position. Learners will be
taught a healing system to remove old unconscious blocks and become
progressively more aware of their Spirit Self.

Class One—4 hours Introduction: The Dance of the Shamanic Power System
“Look at every path closely and deliberately, then ask ourselves this crucial question: Does this path have a heart?
If it does, then the path is good. If it doesn’t, it is of no use.” Carlos Castaneda

•

Learn the basics of ancient shamanic traditions

•

Utilize advanced shielding techniques

•

Explore the physical aspects of Shamanism and their effect on all etherics

•

Align with the power offered by the vibrational placement of the shamanic position

Class Two—4 hours Focused Power as the Shamanic Warrior
“We hardly ever realize that we can cut anything out of our lives, anytime, in the blink of an eye.”
Carlos Castaneda

•

Learn powerful techniques and divine laws for freeing the self from locked emotional patterning

•

Examine the concept of external influences versus internal direction

•

Learn the conscious position of shifting personal behaviours to change reality

•

Examine the Shamanic healing aspects of regression and parallel lives

•

Find the spiritual warrior position: spiritual impeccability as a way of life

Class Three—4 hours The Shaman Healer: Assessment and Correction
“The trick is in what one emphasizes. We either make ourselves miserable, or we make ourselves happy. The
amount of the work is the same.” Carlos Castaneda

•

Explore the shamanic belief system of illness as an intrusion and the nature of disease

•

Practice shamanic healings with others

•

Understand universal laws and their application to an individual’s right to healing

•

Examine Humanity Love versus Universal Love (correction)

Class Four—4 hours The Shaman’s Position of Service
“To be awake is to walk the border between control and abandon.” Carlos Castaneda

•

Review the concepts of shamanic healings through pivotal points of release

•

Learn techniques for communicating through a ‘wiser’ part of Self

•

Increase natural abilities in clairvoyance, clairsentience and clairaudience
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more about us...

Founded in 1986
Training in Power™ Academy courses were first
introduced in 1986 by Faye Fitzgerald, a
University of Western Ontario graduate, social
worker and advocate for vulnerable clients.
Faye’s original intent was to assist those in the
healing, health care and social services areas,
who were suffering from stress, anxiety,
depression, addictions and other debilitating
effects. In response, she developed a course
that was simply called “Level I”. Today there
are sixteen Levels of training; a host of life skill
courses and workshops in specific areas of
study; and a Master Warriors Program
combining physical workouts and meditation.
Visit www.fayefitzgerald.com for more
information about the Founder of Training in
Power™.

Web Site Resources
Frequently Asked Questions
www.traininginpower.com/
faq
Testimonials
www.traininginpower.com/
testimonials
Free Meditation
www.traininginpower.com/
freemeditation

Heal the Self, Heal the World
By taking these courses, you join a
community of dedicated healers and
intuitives. We offer learning, self‐discovery,
and answers to all that may have seemed
unanswerable in the past. The Training in
Power™ community is a place to seek
support, to offer support, and to honour
your spirit.

Certificate Program
www.traininginpower.com/
certificate

Why "train to your power"?
In our world, we are trained to focus only on
what we can see with our eyes. We are
often taught to ignore what we "see",
"hear", "feel" and "know". Yet what goes on
outside of us is determined by what goes on
inside of us.
Training in Power™ invites you to become
reacquainted with your own true nature as a
being of both the physical (matter) and of
energy (spirit) ‐ an energy which can be
transformed. With these courses, you will
transform your life through applying the
science of power and healing systems that
will free you from unhealthy patterns and
habits and bring you to a deeper sense of
your true Self. Ultimately you learn how to
have conscious choice in your life once
more.
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